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AIM
 Explicate the concept of binary operation and

 Explain about the semigroup, monoid and group

 Explain about the abelian group

and algebraic structures

group by an example



Learning Outcomes
Students can be able to identify

Existence of binary operation

About the algebraic structureAbout the algebraic structure

About the existence of identity element and inverse elementAbout the existence of identity element and inverse element



Introduction
In mathematics and abstract algebra, group theory studies the algebraic structures known as 
groups.

The concept of a group is central to abstract algebra, other well known algebraic structures, 
such as rings, fields and vector spaces, can all be seen as groups endowed with additional such as rings, fields and vector spaces, can all be seen as groups endowed with additional 
operations and axioms.

Groups recur throughout mathematics, and the method of group theory have influenced 
many parts of algebra.

In mathematics and abstract algebra, group theory studies the algebraic structures known as 

The concept of a group is central to abstract algebra, other well known algebraic structures, 
such as rings, fields and vector spaces, can all be seen as groups endowed with additional such as rings, fields and vector spaces, can all be seen as groups endowed with additional 

Groups recur throughout mathematics, and the method of group theory have influenced 



History
The term group was coined by Galois around 1830 to described sets of functions on finite 
sets that could be grouped together to form a closed set. 

The modern definition of group given by both Heinrich Weber and Walter Von 
it did not universal acceptance until the twentieth century.it did not universal acceptance until the twentieth century.

The term group was coined by Galois around 1830 to described sets of functions on finite 
sets that could be grouped together to form a closed set. 

The modern definition of group given by both Heinrich Weber and Walter Von Dyck in 1882, 
it did not universal acceptance until the twentieth century.it did not universal acceptance until the twentieth century.



Prerequisites
Set theory

Relations

Matrix Algebra



Binary Operation



Algebraic Structure:
A non empty set together with one or more than one binary operation is called algebraic 
structure.

Examples:

1. (R, +, .) is an algebraic structure.

2. (N, +), (Z, +), (Q, +) are algebraic structures.

A non empty set together with one or more than one binary operation is called algebraic 

(N, +), (Z, +), (Q, +) are algebraic structures.



Examples with one binary operation:Examples with one binary operation:



Example with two binary operations:Example with two binary operations:



Definition: Closure PropertyDefinition: Closure Property



Definition: Associative PropertyDefinition: Associative Property



Definition: Commutative PropertyDefinition: Commutative Property



Definition: Existence of Identity ElementDefinition: Existence of Identity Element



Definition: Existence of Inverse ElementDefinition: Existence of Inverse Element



Definition: Distributive PropertyDefinition: Distributive Property



Cancellation Laws



Definition: Idempotent elementDefinition: Idempotent element



Definition: SemigroupDefinition: Semigroup



Definition: Commutative SemigroupDefinition: Commutative Semigroup



Definition: Monoid



Example:



Example:



Example:



Definition: Group



Definition: Order of a GroupDefinition: Order of a Group



Definition: Commutative Group (or) Abelian GroupDefinition: Commutative Group (or) Abelian Group



Example:



Example:







Definition: Order of an elementDefinition: Order of an element



Examples:





Properties of a group

Proof:

Properties of a group



Properties of a group

Proof:

Properties of a group





Properties of a group

Proof:

Properties of a group





Properties of a group

Proof:

Properties of a group







Multiple Choice QuestionsMultiple Choice Questions











Assignment QuestionsAssignment Questions




